LEGEND
Coastal Area

EXPLANATION
The Coastal Area includes the land and waters that by their nature are affected by the seas in a manner affecting their salinity, sediment, and security. Limits of the coastal area are set forth in the regulations of the DEP, the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection.

DATA SOURCES
COASTAL AREA DATA: The base data used in the base for the making specific coastal area maps includes the following data: GIS data from the town of Branford and for the coastal area of Branford from the Town Basin map along with the open geospatial data from the USGS. The marine geospatial maps were edited and mapped into a coastal area of Branford.

BASE MAP DATA: GIS data from the town of Branford and for the coastal area of Branford from the Town Basin map along with the open geospatial data from the USGS. The marine geospatial maps were edited and mapped into a coastal area of Branford.

ACCESS INFORMATION
This map is intended to be printed at its original dimension in order to maintain the 1:20,000 scale (1 inch = 2000 feet).

MAP AND DATABASE DATA: (c) 2013 USGS and the U.S. Department of the Interior. All rights reserved. No part of this map or the legend should be reproduced for any purpose without written approval from the United States Geological Survey.

Activities and actions conducted within the coastal area as defined and regulated by coastal municipalities must be consistent with all applicable coastal and environmental regulations. In the Coastal Area, only the activities and actions regulated or conducted by coastal municipalities must be consistent with the Coastal Management Act.

DEEP website for the digital spatial data shown on this map.